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Click on the thumbnail to go to Google Books. Download... Tim Vicari, Tim Vicari (Author)5619332,770 (3.35)NoneThis book designed for prizes won etc. Subscribe to LibraryThing to see if you'll be hit by this book. No ongoing talk talk about this book. Originally titled Alternative Titles Date Publishing
People / Characters Important Places Important Places Important Places Related Movies Awards and Honors Epigraph Dedication First Words Citations Last Words Disambiguation Notice editors Blurbers Original Language Canonical DDC /MDS Links to this work on external resources. Wikipedia in
EnglishThis book is designed for prizes, prizes, etc. Descriptions of the library are not found. The book's description is a kind of story of suspense. The main character of this book is Jane. One day, her father lost his leg to a sudden explosion of terrorists. Then she got angry and trying to find the
perpetrator, but the criminal is close to his father. Average: (3.35)0.51 11.52 22.5 13 33.5 64 54.5 15 1 1942226883 Level 3 Oxford Library of BookWorms graded reader. Reted for English pupils Tim Vicary.On September day in 1821, in a Yorkshire village church, a man and six children stood around the
grave. They buried a woman: the man's wife, the mother of children. The children were very young, and for a few years the two elders were dead, too. Close to the wild beauty of the Yorkshire marshes, his father raised his young family. Who heard of Bronte Haworth then? Branwell died when he was still
a young man, but the three sisters who remained had an extraordinary gift. They could write wonderful stories - Jane Eyre, Wuthering Heights, Tenant Wildfell Hall. .. But Charlotte, Emily and Anne Bronte did not live to old age or enjoyed their fame. Only their father was left alone with his memories.82
printed pages On September day in 1821, in a Yorkshire village church, a man and six children stood around the grave. They buried a woman: the man's wife, the mother of children. The children were very young, and for a few years the two elders were dead, too. Close to the wild beauty of the Yorkshire
marshes, his father raised his young family. Who heard of Brontanda Haworth then? Branwell died when he was still a young man, but the three sisters who remained had an extraordinary gift. They could write wonderful stories - JaneEyre, Wuthering Heights, Tenant Wildfell Hall . . . But Charlotte, Emily
and Ann Brontand 235 will not live to old age or enjoy their fame. All that's left is their father, alone with his memories. Level 3 Oxford BookWorms Library is a graded reader. This version includes an audio book: listen to the story as you read. Reted for English students Tim Vicari. On the September day
in 1821, a Yorkshire village, a man and six children stood around the grave. They buried a woman: the man's wife, the mother of children. The children were very young, and for a few years the two elders were dead, too. Close to the wild beauty of the Yorkshire marshes, his father raised his young
family. Who heard of Bronte Haworth then? Branwell died when he was still a young man, but the three sisters who remained had an extraordinary gift. They could write wonderful stories - Jane Eyre, Wuthering Heights, Tenant Wildfell Hall . . . But Charlotte, Emily and Anne Bronte did not live to old age or
enjoyed their fame. All that's left is their father, alone with his memories. Solid words: minister, laudanum, churchman, class, practice, governess, rune, priest, rector, postman, swamp, schoolwork, housework, lying, wavy, children's, candles, centimeter, cloudy, ringing, graveyard, neat, senior, donkey,
closet, handwriting, surprisingly, windy, drunk, moonlight. What did I think of this book? Reaction 1: Ooh, about the Bronte sisters, and this will be a good bookReacces 2: I love this BOOKReaction 3: I would like to visit Haworth, everReaction 4: It was a very emotional end, it's official, it's BOOK IS
BESTPLOT: Meet the Bronte family, Anne, Emily, Charlotte, Elizabeth, Mary, Branwell, as their only father Patrick Bronte, as each of them became famous and wrote novels that until that time we read What did I think of this book? Reaction 1: Ooh, about the Bronte sisters, and this will be a good
bookReacy 2: I love this BOOKReaction 3: I'd like to visit Haworth, somedayReaction 4: It was a very emotional end, it's an official, it's BOOK IS BESTPLOT: Meet the Bronte family, Anne, Emily, Charlotte, Elizabeth, Maria, Branwell, as their only father Patrick Bronte, as each of them became famous and
wrote novels that so far we read them. Read the book to learn how Charlotte, Emily, Anne have written the most successful, classic literature books, Jane Eyre, Wuthering Heights and Tenant Wildfell Hall. Read about the Bronte family and how the small villa in England started, Haworth.THE
FAMILY:PATRICK BRONT: Patrick grew up in Ireland, in a small house with two rooms with his nine siblings. Patrick was very smart and had a very successful life going to Cambridge to become a teacher, his only desire was to see his daughters and his only son successfully. After the death of His wife
Maria Patrick lost himself, meanwhile began ailments, and died his eldest daughters Maria and Elizabeth. What I liked about Patrick was that after the death of his six children, he remained strong. CHARLOTTE BRONTE: I liked Charlotte, she was free, happy, loved her brother and had a special talent in
writing as a child. It was very interesting to see how she wrote Jane Eyre, which is still the best book. Her relationship with the sisters was very close, together they wrote small stories, played with their toys, it was very interesting to learn about the woman who wrote such a popular literary book. EMILY
BRONTE: I was honestly positively surprised by Emily, I actually can relate to her a lot. She was shy, quiet, but she had an aura that she just shows an empty face outside, but inside she is happy and full of ideas, as her book Wuthering Heights was. A very interesting intelligent woman. ANN BRONTE:
Anna was known as the most beautiful of all the girls, she was also like Charlotte, happy, full of life, she was also the youngest. It was interesting to know about her too. MARIA BRONTE: At first Patrick thought Maria would be the most successful child. She wanted to go to school, she wanted to study,
but unfortunately she got sick at school and she died. ELISABETH BRONTE: Elizabeth was also like Mary, successful at first, but uncomfortable she also died, and about her life others are unknown. BRANWELL: As a child Branwell was happy, full of life, he wanted to become an artist (all Bronte
painted), so he went to London all grown up, but he came back very quickly all broken and pale, he wanted to be a writer as well, so he took a teaching job at the Robinsons (can't say what would happen). Branwell was an only child that Patrick was eventually very disappointed with, he became a drunk
guy, going to pubs and all. PATRICK'S WIFE: Patrick described her as a short, sweet woman who loved her child very much, unfortunately she died, and Patrick had to bury her in a church near their home. NOTE: I WONDER HOW IT STARTED, PICK IT UP, IT'S A WONDERFUL BOOK. ... More Page 2
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